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Ducks Easter Egg Hunt
You won't need any messy paints,
dyes, and other coloring aids to
decorate Easter eggs because this
colorful little sticker collection will
do the job. There are 20 full-color
designs to pick from, all done with a
professional touch. Choose from
chicks, ducks, bunny rabbits, flowers,
and other traditional Easter items.
Just peel and apply the stickers to
eggshells for that all-important
Easter egg hunt or use them to
decorate holiday cards, packages,
and other flat surfaces. The pretty
little pictures will add a special touch
wherever they're placed.
Using the lively cast of characters
from Duck Dynasty that everyone
knows and loves, Chris and Korie will
tell both true and fictional stories
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that illustrate important biblical
lessons in a fun and engaging way.
Following the same format and using
the same illustrator as the
devotional, this book will contain
stories with a variety of lengths.
Kids Coloring Book - Spring Books
for Kids Spring is in the air and at
this special time of year, children
love to celebrate the wonder of
Easter. This Easter coloring book for
kids will have your child saying
hooray for Spring once they take a
peek inside! About this cute Easter
coloring book: 30 FUN &
DELIGHTFUL colouring designs on
single-sided pages only to minimize
bleed-through UNIQUE &
ENTERTAINING SCENES depicting
children dressed up, an Easter egg
hunt, an Easter parade, butterflies,
candy, Easter eggs, Easter baskets,
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Easter wreaths, and so much more
EASTER BASKET STUFFERS - 8.5 x
8.5 square sized coloring pages
ready for Easter gifts, kids activities
on the go, road trips, and for small
hands to hold and carry WIDE
VARIETY of age appropriate pages to
color, suitable for kids of all ages
such as preschool, toddler, and
maybe even tweens and teens If your
child loves rabbits, spring chicks,
and other cute and adorable animals
like bunnies, puppies and kittens,
they'll love this special and
heartwarming kids coloring book and
Easter book for kids. Grab one today!
Perfect as an Easter gift for kids,
Easter basket gift, or as an Easter
basket stuffer.
It's Little Duck's first ever Christmas,
and she is desperate for the
Christmas Bear to visit with his sack
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of presents. But the Christmas Bear
only comes when you've been good,
and Little Duck isn't sure she has.
Follow her on her journey to do a
good deed.
Peter Rabbit Easter Egg Hunt
A Fun Coloring Book for Girls and
Boys with Easy Cute Easter Day
Things- Such as Big Easter Egg,
Baskets, Bunnies, Flowers, Chicks,
Lambs & Ducks Etc.
Ducky's Easter Surprise
Duck Commander Kitchen Presents
Celebrating Family and Friends
Little Duck joins other animals in
an Easter egg hunt for a special
golden egg
Explains in detail the causes and
dangers of food borne diseases
and gives many tips on selecting,
handling, preparing, and storing
food.
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My daddy looks quite normal, no
different from the rest ... But my
daddy is a HERO, the greatest
dad, the best! A child plays
dressing up with Dad, and
together they go on some
amazing adventures. As if by
magic, Dad becomes a cowboy
and a knight, fights pirates and
flies a spaceship, all in the course
of one special day together. This
is a tender, touching tribute to all
the heroic dads out there!
Peter Rabbit and his friends love
Easter, and this year the race is
on to find as many Easter eggs as
possible. There are lots of fun
flaps to lift and pops to discover
in this playful eggstravaganza!
Children can lift the giant flaps to
reveal Peter Rabbit's burrow, then
help Peter to pull up some
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radishes and turnips before Mr.
McGregor catches him! Next they
can help Jemima Puddle-duck to
find her naughty little ducklings,
and join Peter and his friends to
find the ten hidden Easter eggs!
Make sure they look out for the
amazing pop-up surprise! Peter
Rabbit Easter Egg Hunt is the
perfect Easter gift, and is ideal for
parents to enjoy with their
children. It will appeal to Peter
Rabbit fans and any children who
enjoy animal stories.
Duck! Rabbit!
Little Duck's First Christmas
The Most Fun Easter Egg Hunt
Coloring Book For Kids
Easter Coloring Book for Kids
Ages 2-5 Years Old

Originally published by HarperCollins
in 1992.
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Ducky finds eggs of every color on his
Easter egg hunt, all of which give him
a surprise on Easter morning. On board
pages.
The sixth book in Holly Webb's
gorgeous series. A dream come true for
every child who wishes they could talk
to animals. Molly loves animals and
wants to be a vet when she grows up,
just like her dad. As everyone says,
she's got the magic touch! Molly is on
an Easter egg hunt when she finds a
magical duck who needs her help!
More MAGIC MOLLY titles available:
THE WITCH'S KITTEN
(9781407129112), THE WISH PUPPY
(9781407129129), THE INVISIBLE
BUNNY (9781407129136), THE
SECRET PONY (9781407129143) and
THE SHY PIGLET (9781407121673).
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A wry memoir of innocence,
perplexity, and growing up as a white
girl in a (very slowly) changing South.
Based on her perspective as a smartmouthed, unreasonably optimistic
white girl growing up in Cloverdale, a
genteel and neatly landscaped
neighborhood of Montgomery,
Alabama, in the late 1950s and early
1960s, Kathie Farnell recounts those
decades when Montgomery’s social
order was slowly—very
slowly—changing. Normandale
Shopping Center had a display of the
latest fallout shelters, and integration
was on the horizon—though many still
thought the water in the white and
colored drinking fountains came from
separate tanks. Farnell’s household,
more like the Addams family than the
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Cleavers of Leave it to Beaver,
included socially ambitious parents,
two younger brothers, a live-in
grandmother, and Libby, the family
maid. Her father was a one-armed
rageaholic given to strange business
deals, such as the one resulting in the
family unintentionally owning a
bakery. Mama, the quintessential
attorney, could strike a jury but was
hopeless at making Jello. Granny, a
curmudgeon who kept a chamber pot
under her bed, was always at odds with
Libby, who had been in a bad mood
since the bus boycott began. Farnell
deftly recounts tales of aluminum
Christmas trees, the Hula-Hoop craze,
road trips in the family’s un-airconditioned black Bel Air, show-andtell involving a human skeleton,
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belatedly learning to swear, and even
the pet chicken she didn’t know she
had. Her well-crafted prose reveals
quirky and compelling characters in
stories that don’t ignore the dark side
of the segregated South, as told from
the wide-eyed perspective of a girl who
is sometimes oblivious to and often
mystified by its byzantine rules. Little
did she know that the Age of Aquarius
was just around the corner.
The Golden Egg
The First Easter
My Mummy Is Magic
Morbidity and Mortality Weekly
Report
Duck is so excited about the Easter egg
hunt she's organised, but she's
shocked to find that she's lost her own
precious egg Duck is devastated, but
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all her friends join together to help her
look for it.
This mini pop-up book in Derek
Matthews's best-selling series for threeto five-year-olds is full of fun. Each page
features bright artwork and a pop-up of
a different creature, including a rooster
on a rooftop, a butterfly, a duck
swimming down the riverside, a
skipping lamb, and all the Easter
bunnies." Happy Snappy Easter Egg
Hunt makes a sweet bedtime book and
an ideal Easter basket stuffer.
Deedee the duck follows 4 year old
Jack everywhere - even to nursery
school on the day of the Easter egg
hunt - so Jack is distraught when his
pet disappears. At last, to Jack's
surprise, Deedee is found sitting quietly
in his bedroom. And the surprise just
gets bigger and better.
James Van Praagh's first two books,
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both New York Times bestsellers, have
been a powerful healing force for
millions of readers. Using his talents as
a medium, Van Praagh has not only
helped the bereaved reach their lost
loved ones and find peace but he has
also illuminated the mysteries of death,
the afterlife, and rebirth. His new book,
Healing Grief, will once again draw from
his compelling and uplifting readings,
but with a new and special purpose- to
show what the spirit world can teach us
about the grieving process itself. While
grief is clearly a natural response to
death, it should also properly
accompany life's other difficult
passages, including times of transition,
the loss of a relationship, or even the
loss of a pet. Healing Grief begins with
chapters that each examine a specific
kind of loss - death of a parent, a
spouse, or a child, the end of a
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marriage, or the onset of a troubling life
change, such as unemployment or
grave illness - and considers the
particular bereavement issues it may
engender. The book also offers advice
on explaining death to children, on
distinguishing healthy from destructive
grief, and on harnessing the powers of
healing through special exercises,
meditation and affirmations. Healing
Grief should be, in Van Praagh's words,
"a manual for grieving well," offering an
inspiring new perspective on grief from
a world-renowned medium who has
become an expert at helping people
cope with unresolvable sorrow.
Recipes for Every Month of the Year
Daddy is My Hero
Duck and Cover
with audio recording
The matriarch star of the hit
show Duck Dynasty collects
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more than 100 recipes in a
book that also includes
stories, wisdom and quotes
from scripture. Original.
From the award-winning
author of Little Pea, Little
Hoot, and Little Oink comes a
clever take on the age-old
optical illusion: is it a duck or
a rabbit? Depends on how you
look at it! Readers will find
more than just Amy Krouse
Rosenthal's signature humor
herethere's also a subtle
lesson for kids who don't
know when to let go of an
argument. A smart, simple
story that will make readers of
all ages eager to take a side,
Duck! Rabbit! makes it easy to
agree on one thing—reading it
again! Plus, this is the fixed
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format version, which will
look almost identical to the
print version. Additionally for
devices that support audio,
this ebook includes a readalong setting.
Duck gets so excited while
organizing the village Easter
egg hunt that she accidently
hides her own precious egg.
It's Little Duck's first ever
Christmas, and she is
desperate for the Christmas
Bear to visit with his sack of
presents. But the Christmas
Bear only comes when you've
been good, and Little Duck
isn't sure she has. Follow her
on her journey to do a good
deed -- will the Christmas
Bear come this year?
Bunny, Duck and Eggs
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The Good Luck Duck
The Little Gray Bunny
The Ultimate Sourcebook for
Food Safety

Olivia and her family celebrate
Easter in this charming eBook
with audio. Olivia and her family
are off on an Easter egg hunt all
around town in this eBook with
audio. The grand prize is a
beautiful golden Easter egg. Will
Olivia and her family be first to
complete the silly tasks and win
the golden prize? OLIVIA™ Ian
Falconer Ink Unlimited, Inc. and
© 2013 Ian Falconer and Classic
Media, LLC
When one of her eggs is taken to
be used in the Easter egg hunt,
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Mother Duck waddles off to the
rescue.
Help Peter Rabbit find the
missing Easter eggs in this fun liftthe-flap book! Peter is so excited
for the Easter picnic--there will be
carrots and radishes, fresh
lemonade and, best of all, Easter
eggs for everyone! But Peter
accidentally knocks over
everyone's Easter eggs, and now
he has to find them all before the
picnic starts! This book is filled
with fun flaps to lift as you help
Peter look for all the missing
Easter eggs.
We're going on an egg
hunt.We're going to find them
all.We're REALLY
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excited.Hooray for Easter
Day!Join the Easter Bunnies as
they set off on an exciting lift-theflap Easter egg hunt. With ten
eggs to find and count, it's great
fun. But watch out for the
obstacles along the way - lambs,
chicks, bees and ducks - and
there's even a wolfish surprise,
so do take care.Based on the
traditional 'We're Going on a Lion
Hunt' rhyme, this will be a huge
hit with all fans of the classic
We're Going on a Bear Hunt.
Food Alert!
Easter Egg Hunt
Duck's Easter Egg Hunt
Goldsworthy & Mort in Valentines
and Easter Eggs
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A colour illustrated
beginner reader featuring
two badgers.
Poor little gray bunny. He’s
the only one that does any
work around the barn. From
weaving the baskets to
baking the cupcakes to
caring for the flowers, the
little gray bunny does it
all. He gets no help from
the turtle, who likes to
hide all day long. The duck
won’t leave the tub, pool,
or wherever there is water.
And forget about the
lamb—all she wants to do is
eat hay! When the little
gray bunny finds a big pile
of eggs ready for dyeing and
hiding, his lazy friends
refuse to help. But when it
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comes time for the Easter
egg hunt, the turtle, duck,
and lamb can’t wait to join
in and get a prize. But the
little gray bunny has a
trick up his sleeve—and the
prize is not what his
friends expect. This
retelling of "The Little Red
Hen" is a wonderful
companion to Barbara
Barbieri McGrath’s earlier
books, THE LITTLE RED ELF
and THE LITTLE GREEN WITCH.
Violet Kim’s bright and kidfriendly illustrations add
to the humor of this
timeless and classic story.
It's Mummy Duck's first ever
Mother's Day and when Little
Duck takes her on a special
picnic, they dream about
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their perfect day together.
Would it be a room full of
cakes, a garden party, a
visit to a chocolate
factory? Soon it's the end
of the day though and they
haven't done any of the
things they've thought about
- will Mummy Duck have had a
lovely day after all? A
gorgeous, gentle, reassuring
tale which is perfect for
Mother's Day.
The Most Fun Easter Egg Hunt
Coloring Book For Kids Boys
And Girls That Celebrate
Easter Will Have Hours Of
Fun With This Cool Coloring
Book Large Size 8.5" by 11"
Bunny Rabbits, Ducks, Eggs &
More! Each Fun Easter Design
Is On One-Sided Paper So
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there Is No Bleed Through
When Coloring Appropriate
For Young Children What A
Great Gift Idea Or Party
Favor Idea Buy One Or More
Today!
Healing Grief
The Great Big Easter Egg
Hunt
Deedee's Easter Surprise
25 Fun Designs For Boys And
Girls - Perfect For Young
Children Preschool
Elementary Toddlers Bunny
Rabbits, Ducks & More!
With gorgeously colourful illustrations and
a gloriously glittery cover, this book is
PERFECT for sharing over a delicious
chocolate egg! Duck is so excited about the
Easter egg hunt she's organised that she
loses her own precious egg. OH NO,
DUCK!!! Duck is devastated, but all her
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friends (including three little bunnies:
Hoppy, Poppy and Floppy) join together
to help her. Children will delight in
spotting the hidden eggs and helping the
animals to help poor Duck.
The first Easter tells the story of the part
animals played making Easter, a festival
that brings joy to both children and adults.
The giving and receiving of those special
eggs custom made for each of us. The
smell of freshly baked cakes, pies, and
cinnamon hot cross buns. Have you ever
wondered how a rabbit was chosen to
carry the eggs? Or whether anyone else
was involved in this celebration. Well this
book answers those questions and more.
Take a peek inside and see what the
FIRST EASTER has to offer.
Duck and Goose attempt to find a hiding
place where they can wait for the Easter
Bunny without being seen. Full color.
ALSO AVAILABLE: discover the brandPage 23/26
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new Easter picture book, Five Little Easter
Bunnies. OUT NOW! THE BUNNY
ADVENTURES: OVER A MILLION
COPIES SOLD! We're going on an egg
hunt. We're going to find them all. We're
REALLY excited. Hooray for Easter Day!
Join the Easter Bunnies as they set off on
an exciting lift-the-flap Easter egg hunt.
With ten eggs to find and count, it's great
fun. But watch out for the obstacles along
the way – lambs, chicks, bees and ducks
– and there's even a wolfish surprise, so
do take care. Based on the traditional
'We're Going on a Lion Hunt' rhyme, the
delightful illustrations and read-aloud story
will make this a huge springtime hit with
all fans of search-and-find and lift-the-flap
books.
MMWR
We're Going on an Egg Hunt
Happy Easter, Mother Duck
Duck Commander Happy, Happy, Happy
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Stories for Kids

Something eggtraordinary happens at
the Easter egg hunt. The story is
eggciting, with an eggtra dose of
funny. Beware if you dare because you
will fall off your chair from laughing!
Eggcellent!
I think my mummy's MAGIC - I notice
every day . . . That whenever MAGIC
happens, Mummy's never far away!
From a morning cuddle to a bedtime
kiss, follow a mum and her little one
through the day as they find magic in
the simplest of things. The perfect gift
to share with Mum on Mother's Day
and every day. Just as the bestselling
Daddy is My Hero celebrated dads, this
is a celebration of mums and the magic
they do every day!
Once there was a little bunny. He was
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all alone. One day he found an egg. He
could hear something moving inside
the egg. What was it? So begins the
Golden Easter classic about a bunnyand a little duck that is about to hatch!
Easter Egg Stickers
A Nuclear Family
OLIVIA and the Easter Egg Hunt
Bently & Egg
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